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The nine members of the prayer group meet on the last Wednesday of each
month at 7.30 to 8.45 p.m. in the Centre. All are welcome to join us.
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Give thanks to God for the few prisoners that have been released.
Notification arrives via Open Doors, Release International, Barnabas Fund
and other organisations, but often news arrives months after the event.
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Pray for children in Iran whose parents attend a house church. Some
teachers will show a bible to the class and ask if anyone recognises it. This is
done to find out if there are children of believers in their school. Ask the Lord
to guide and protect these children.
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Ask God to protect discipleship training programmes in the Middle East and
North Africa being run by Open Doors.
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Pray for all believers who have been driven from their homes or homelands
by anti-Christian hostility, that wherever they go they may find the Lord to
be their rock, their fortress and their deliverer (2 Samuel 22: 2).
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Pray for all Christians who are ill-treated by their non-Christian spouses that
the Lord will empower them to withstand the pressure that they experience.
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Pray for harmony among Christians in the face of persecution, that we may
not retaliate against those who hurt us, but respond instead with a blessed
attitude by drawing on inspiration from our persecuted brothers and sistersin-Christ who put up with so much aggravation.
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Pray for the Lord’s guidance for those living under repressive regimes or
working for harsh employers, that they may be godly and righteous citizens
and workers. Ask Him to enable us all not to hit back when we feel unjustly
persecuted.
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